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ROMANCE 

 

  
Adornetto, Alexandra  Halo 

 When three angels are sent from heaven to protect the town of Venus Cove against the gathering forces of darkness, their 

mission is threatened as the youngest angel, Bethany, enrolls in high school and falls in love with another student. 

 

Aidan, Pamela   An Assembly Such as This (and sequels) 

 1
st
 book in the Fitzwilliam Darcy, Gentleman series.  Told from the perspective of Darcy, the first installment of a trilogy 

based on Jane Austen's Pride and Prejudice begins with his observations of the Bennett family during a disastrous Netherfield Park 

ball and offers insight into his complicated past. 

 

Alsaid, Adi   Never Always Sometimes 

 Best friends Dave and Julia were determined to never be cliché high school kids—the ones who sit at the same lunch table 

every day, dissecting the drama from homeroom and plotting their campaigns for prom king and queen. They even wrote their own 

Never List of everything they vowed they'd never, ever do in high school.  Julia is beautiful, wild, and impetuous. So when she suggests 

they do every Never on the list, Dave is happy to play along. It starts as a joke, but then a funny thing happens: Dave and Julia 

discover that by skipping the clichés, they've actually been missing out on high school. And maybe even on love. 

 

Anderson, Lily   The Only Thing Worse Than Me Is You 

 After years of competing against each other, Trixie and Ben form a fandom-based tentative friendship (maybe more?) when 

their best friends start dating each other—but after Trixie's friend gets expelled for cheating, they have to choose which side they are 

on. 

 

Anstey, Cindy   Love, Lies, and Spies 

 In the early 1800s, when her father sends her to London for a season, eighteen-year-old Juliana Telford, who prefers 

researching ladybugs to marriage, meets handsome Spencer Northam, a spy posing as a young gentleman of leisure. 

 
Armentrout, Jennifer L.  The Problem with Forever 

 Mallory was an abused child, but after years of homeschooling with loving adoptive parents, it's time for her to attend high 

school. On her first day, she runs into her childhood protector and friend, Rider Stark. As they grow closer and his life begins to spiral 

out of control, she realizes she must make a choice between staying silent or speaking out to help him. 

 

Asher, Jay   The Future of Us 

 Emma gets her first computer and an America Online CD-ROM in 1996.  When her best friend Josh visits and they log on, 

they discover themselves on Facebook fifteen years in the future. 

 

Austen, Jane   Emma 

 Emma tries to impose her matchmaking ideas on everyone and finds that sometimes she should desist. 

 

Austen, Jane   Pride and Prejudice 

 Wealthy Mr. Darcy and spirited Elizabeth Bennett dislike each other at first sight, and each must contend with their pride 

and prejudices while Elizabeth's mother plots economically advantageous marriages for all her daughters. 

 

Baratz-Logsted, Lauren  Crazy Beautiful 

 In this contemporary retelling of "Beauty and the Beast," a teenaged boy whose hands were amputated in an explosion and a 

gorgeous girl whose mother has recently died form an instant connection when they meet on their first day as new students 

 

Barkley, Brad   Dream Factory 

 Alternating chapters present the viewpoints of two teenagers who find summer employment as costumed cartoon characters 

at Disney World and try to resist falling in love.   

 

Baskin, Nora Raleigh  Subway Love 

 Struggling with her parent's divorce, Laura is unable to forget a boy she sees on a subway platform across from her, a 

photographer who is also wondering if he will ever see her again. 

 

 

 

 



Bennett, Cherie   A Heart Divided 

  Kate, a Yankee who transfers to a Southern high school, and Jack, a gorgeous boy descended from the town’s most 

celebrated Civil War general, begin a Romeo-and-Juliet-type romance against rising tensions triggered by a campaign to replace the 

school symbol: the Confederate flag. 

 

Blackman, Malorie  Naughts & Crosses 

 In a world where the pale-skinned Naughts are discriminated against by the politically and socially powerful dark-skinned 

Crosses, teenagers Callum--a Naught--and Sephy--a Cross--test whether their love is strong enough to survive their society's racism. 

 

Brandewyne, Rebecca  The Crystal Rose 

 During the Great Exhibition, Rose Windermere becomes unwittingly drawn into a world of deceit and intrigue related to her 

tragic childhood in India, forcing her into the arms of an aristocrat whose quest for power threatens the monarchy.  Historical 

romance set in Victorian London. 

 

Brian, Kate   Ex-Mas 

 When her attempt to get back at her little brother Cooper results in him and his friend Tyler setting out for the North Pole to 

help save Santa, Lila enlists the help of Beau, her ex-boyfriend and Tyler's brother, to find them. 

 

Brian, Kate   The Princess & the Pauper 

 When sixteen-year-old Julia, of Los Angeles, and sixteen-year-old Princess Carina, of Vineland, switch places, Julia dances 

at the ball with the incredible Markus and Carina escapes rigid protocol to spend time with a rock star. 

 

Brockenbrough, Martha  The Game of Love and Death 

 In Seattle in 1937, two seventeen-year-olds, Henry, who is white, and Flora, who is African-American, become the unwitting 

pawns in a game played by two immortal figures, Love and Death, where they must choose each other at the end, or one of them will 

die. 

 

Bronte, Charlotte  Jane Eyre 

 Jane Eyre becomes a governess in Mr. Rochester's home of Thornfield and falls in love with him before she finds that he has 

a tragic secret. 

 

Bronte, Emily   Wuthering Heights 

 Against a background of English moors in the 18th century, the lives of two families become intertwined through marriage, 

passion, and the dominating force of a man called Heathcliff.    

 

Brooks, Jen   In a World Just Right 

 Eighteen-year-old Jonathan Aubrey, a scarred loner, escapes at will into other worlds of his making-- but suddenly the world 

where a popular girl is his long-term girlfriend is intersecting reality in startling ways. 

 

Burnham, Niki   Royally Jacked  (and sequel) 

 When her mom announces she is gay and leaving to live with her girlfriend, fifteen-year-old Valerie reluctantly leaves behind 

her friends to move with her diplomat dad to Europe, where she falls for the prince of the palace. 

 

Burnham, Niki   Shot through the Heart 

 Two guys, two girls, two thousand dollars, and one epic water gun battle. 

 

Cabot, Meg   All-American Girl 

 A sophomore girl stops a presidential assassination attempt, is appointed Teen Ambassador to the United Nations, and 

catches the eye of the very cute First Son. 

 

Cabot, Meg   Nicola and the Viscount 

 Sixteen-year-old Nicola Sparks is infuriated when Nathanial Sheridan casts aspersions on the character of Lord Sebastian 

Bartholomew, the man she hopes to marry, and is sure that nothing Nathanial can say will change her opinion. 

 

Cabot, Meg   Pants on Fire 

 Having become a proficient liar in order to keep everyone happy, rising high school senior Katie Ellison is stunned when her 

old middle school friend and local pariah Tommy Sullivan returns to town, and suddenly things start looking a lot different to her. 

 

Caletti, Deb   The Nature of Jade 

 Seattle high school senior Jade's life is defined by her anxiety disorder and dysfunctional family, until she spies a mysterious 

boy with a baby who seems to share her fascination with the elephants at a nearby zoo. 

 



Caletti, Deb   The Story of Us 

 After jilting two previous fiances, Cricket's mother is finally marrying the right man.  As wedding attendees arrive for a week 

of festivities, however, complications arise for Cricket involving her own love life, her beloved dog Jupiter, and her mother's 

reluctance to marry. 

 

Caletti, Deb   Wild Roses 

 In Washington State, seventeen-year-old Cassie learns about the good and bad sides of both love and genius while living with 

her mother and her brilliant, yet disturbed, violinist stepfather and falling in love with a gifted young musician. 

 

Cameron, Sharon  Rook 

 In the Sunken City that was once Paris, the guillotine rules again while Sophia Bellamy from the Commonwealth across the 

Channel Sea tries to rescue as many of the revolution's victims as she can smuggle out. When prisoners disappear from their cells, a 

red-tipped rook feather is left in their place--who is the mysterious Red Rook , and where does Sophia's wealthy fiance René Hasard, 

fit in?A clever retelling of The Scarlet Pimpernel set in a post-apocalyptic future Europe. 

 

Carbone, Elisa   Jump 

 A totally wild, crazy jump from a restrictive life with her family into a life of total adventure—rock-climbing out west with a 

guy she barely knows.  Everything is amazing at first.  Not only are they climbing in awesomely beautiful national parks like Yosemite, 

they seem awesomely made for one another.  P.K. is in heaven.—until the cops show up with an arrest warrant.  P.K. has to decide 

whom to believe—this amazing guy she trusts with her life or the cops who want her to believe that he may take her life. 

  

Carter, Ally   I’d Tell You I Love You, But Then I’d Have to Kill You (and sequels) 

 1
st
 book in the Gallagher Girls series.  As a sophomore at a secret spy school and the daughter of a former CIA operative, 

Cammie is sheltered from "normal teenage life" until she meets a local boy while on a class surveillance mission.  
 

Cass, Kiera   The Selection (and sequels) 

 Sixteen-year-old America Singer is living in the caste-divided nation of Illea, which formed after the war that destroyed the 

United States. America is chosen to compete in the Selection--a contest to see which girl can win the heart of Illea's prince—but all 

she really wants is a chance for a future with her secret love, Aspen, who is a caste below her. 

 

Chandler, Elizabeth  Kissed by an Angel 

 A trilogy of romantic suspense-- Kissed by an Angel, The Power of Love, and Soulmates--in which Ivy's late boyfriend 

returns to her as a guardian angel to protect her from a murderer.  

 

Chandler, Elizabeth  Summer in the City 
 Athletic Jamie isn't sure about spending the summer in the city with her romance–novel–writing mum. But when she meets 

irresistible Josh, Jamie realizes she could probably use all the romance advice she can get! 

 

Clark, Catherine  Icing on the Lake 

 New Year’s resolutions:  Survive the month at my sister’s house; Learn to ice skate better (or just get a cuter skating outfit); 

Find hockey-playing, winter-loving hottie (and invite him to the weekend cabin trip with everyone).  Oh, sure, no problem. 

 

Clark, Catherine  So Inn Love 

 Liza takes a summer job to make some money, get a tan, and meet a guy--but things don’t go as planned.   

 

Clark, Catherine  Truth or Dairy (and sequel) 

 This is the journal of Courtney Von Dragen Smith: middle child, product of divorce, would-be vegetarian. She writes the first 

mega-negative page the day after her boyfriend breaks up with her because he's heading off to college. Angry and humiliated, 

Courtney vows to survive senior year on the anti-guy plan. But can she really give up guys and focus on friends, school, and her job at 

Truth or Dairy? 

 

Clark, Jay   Finding Mr. Brightside 

 Two teens embark on a romantic relationship in the wake of their parents' deaths. Even though they live across the street 

from each other, Abram and Juliette have never been close. But their parents were--particularly Abram's dad and Juliette's mom. The 

pair indulged in an affair that ended with a bloody car wreck and two broken homes. Months later the teens are still coping in the best 

ways they can, but an unexpected encounter at the local CVS and the ensuing romance jump-starts their recoveries. 

 

Coffey,  Jan   Tropical Kiss 

 Morgan doesn't want to spend the summer in Aruba with the father she barely knows, but when she finds some mysterious 

clues in her father's office, the summer starts looking very exciting indeed. 

  

 



Cohn, Rachel   Dash & Lily’s Book of Dares 

 Told in the alternating voices of Dash and Lily, two sixteen-year-olds carry on a wintry scavenger hunt at Christmas in New 

York, neither knowing quite what--or who--they will find. 

 

Colasanti, Susane  Waiting for You 

 Fifteen-year-old high school sophomore Marisa, who has an anxiety disorder, decides that this is the year she will get what 

she wants--a boyfriend and a social life--but things do not turn out exactly the way she expects them to. 

 

Collins, Jenny   Puppy Love 

 How can Barkley, a sweet springer spaniel, belong to an arrogant guy like Jack, who laughs whenever one of our dogs at 

Perfect Paws has literally dragged me through the dirt? Plus he's dating Megan-the-Mega-Snob! I'm not sure why that gets to me—it's 

not like I like Jack, despite his surprising smile and the way he is with dogs. 

 

Collins, Renee   Until We Meet Again 

 Spending the summer marooned with her mother and stepfather in a snooty Massachusetts shore town bores 

Cassandra untilshe meets a dreamy stranger who claims the year is 1925, sweeping Cassandra into a mystery a hundred years in the 

making. 

 

Collins, Yvonne   Girl v. Boy 

 Sixteen-year-old Lu Perez epitomizes her school's lack of spirit.  As an anonymous columnist reporting on a fundraising 

competition that pits school against school and boy against girl, she and her co-columnist engage in a battle of the sexes with huge 

ramifications. 

 

Collins, Yvonne   Love, Inc. 

 When three fifteen-year-old Austin, Texas, girls who met in group therapy discover that they are all dating the same boy, they 

first get revenge and then start a wildly successful relationship consulting business. 

 

Condie, Ally   Matched (and sequels) 

 1
st
 book in Matched series. Cassia has always trusted the Society to make the right choices for her, so when Xander appears 

on-screen at her Matching ceremony, Cassia knows he is her ideal mate--until Ky Markham's face appears for an instant before the 

screen fades to black. 

 

Constantine, Robin  The Season of You & Me 

 After a humiliating breakup, Cassidy decides to spend the summer working as a camp counselor at the Jersey Shore  where 

she meets Bryan, a boy who has recently become paralyzed and is trying to adjust to his new life. 

 

Cotugno, Katie   How to Love 

 There’s a big gap between where 18-year-old Reena Montero expected to be and where she is. Instead of studying journalism 

at Northwestern after graduating from high school a year early, she’s living with her parents in hot, sticky Florida, taking courses at 

the local community college and caring for her toddler, Hannah. It’s not what Reena planned, but she’s making the best of it. Then 

her one love—Hannah’s father, Sawyer LeGrande—comes back to town. 

 

Cozzo, Karole   How to Say I Love You Out Loud 

 When Jordyn's autistic brother joins her at her elite school her junior year, she is determined not to let anyone know they are 

related, even if that means closing herself off from her closest friends Erin, Tanu, and Alex, the football captain she secretly loves. 

 

Creagh, Kelly   Nevermore (and sequel) 

 Self-absorbed cheerleader Isobel Lanley falls for the Poe-obsessed goth, Varen Nethers. The obstacles? Controlling 

meathead Brad and his crew, whom Isobel dumps for mistreating Varen; Mr. Lanley, who forbids his daughter from associating with 

a "hooligan," even to work on their joint English project; and a host of ghosts, ghouls and poltergeists who begin terrorizing Isobel as 

soon as she snoops into Varen's private journal. 

 

Cremer, Andrea   Invisibility 

 Stephen has always been (quite literally) invisible. For 16 years, no one, not even his own mother, has seen him. Alone since 

her death a year ago, he spends his time as an outsider, observing the lives of others in New York who don't know he exists, so it 

comes as quite a shock when his new neighbor, Elizabeth, sees him and speaks to him directly. She is the only one who has ever seen 

him, and together they set out to discover the truth about the curse that has plagued him. 

 

Culbertson, Kim   Catch a Falling Star 

 Carter Moon is expecting to spend a quiet summer working in her parents' restaurant and hanging out with her best friends.  

When a Hollywood company arrives to film a movie, however, her sleepy California town is suddenly transformed, and Carter finds 

herself playing an unexpected part in it all. 



Dalton, Michelle   Sixteenth Summer 

 Sixteen-year-old Anna falls for Will, a New Yorker visiting her resort island for the summer, but she isn't sure if one summer 

of love will be worth her heart breaking when he leaves at the end of August. 

 

Davis, Caitlyn   What’s Hot 

 Holly is spending the summer at the local country club, working at the hot grill and dishing out burgers and fries to all the 

hungry, cute boys. But the one boy she keeps focusing on is her fellow burger-flipper, Paul. He and Holly are always fighting and 

arguing and soon sparks are flying.   When Holly's best friend Ainslee tells her that she wants to ask out Paul, it sends Holly into a 

tailspin. Will Holly realize that she and Paul are meant to be . . . before their love goes up in smoke? 

 

Davis, Stephie   Smart Boys & Fast Girls 

 When Natalie makes the varsity cross country team, it seems like the fast track to being cool.  Then she starts to fail 

geometry.  She has to get a tutor-- a very annoying boy who thinks sports are for idiots. 

  

Dessen, Sarah   Along for the Ride 

 When Auden impulsively goes to stay with her father, stepmother, and new baby sister the summer before she starts college, 

all of the trauma of her parents' divorce is revived, even as she is making new friends and having new experiences such as learning to 

ride a bike and dating. 

 

Dessen, Sarah   Someone Like You 

 Halley's junior year of high school includes the death of the boyfriend of her best friend Scarlett, the discovery that Scarlett is 

pregnant, and Halley's own first serious relationship. 

 

Dessen, Sarah   This Lullaby 

 Raised by a mother who's had five husbands, eighteen-year-old Remy believes in short-term, no-commitment relationships 

until she meets Dexter, a rock band musician. 

 

Destiny, A.   Lessons in Love 

 Bailey experiences what it is like to fall in love for the first time when new boy Logan Morse arrives in town. 

 

Destiny, A.   Portrait of Us 

 Looking forward to taking summer classes with a famous artist-in-residence, Corinne struggles beside a fellow student whose 

style clashes with her own, a view that shifts when she learns that they have more in common than she thought. 

 

Destiny, A.   Puppy Love 

 When high school sophomore Lauren takes her new Sheltie to "puppy kindergarten," she finds herself attracted to the class 

instructor, Adam, but he may not be the perfect boyfriend candidate she believes him to be. 

 

Downing, Erin   Prom Crashers 

 It was love at first sight for Emily and Ethan. But then Em lost his number and, with it, all hope of finding a real boyfriend 

before the end of senior year. All she knows about Ethan is his first name, that he has a supercute smile, and that he's going to a prom 

this month. Which high school? That's anyone's guess . . . 

 

Doyle, Catherine  Vendetta 

 When five brothers move into the abandoned mansion next door, Sophie Gracewell's life changes forever. Irresistibly drawn 

to bad boy Nic Falcone, Sophie finds herself falling into an underworld governed by powerful families. When Sophie's own family 

skeletons come to life, she must choose between two warring dynasties--the one she was born into, and the one she is falling in love 

with. 

 

Draper, Sharon   Romiette and Julio  

 An African-American girl and a Latino boy fall in love after meeting on the Internet, but they are harassed by a gang who 

objects to their interracial dating. 

 

Echols, Jennifer   The Ex Games 

 Hayden challenges her ex-boyfriend Nick to a snowboarding contest after he dismisses her win in a local girls' competition. 

 

Echols, Jennifer   Major Crush 

 When Virginia Sauter is forced to share the title of drum major with arrogant Drew Morrow, their constant bickering and 

heated competition turns to sizzling romance, but explosive rumors threaten the marching band's success. 

 

 

 



Elkeles, Simone   Perfect  Chemistry (and sequels) 

 When wealthy Brittany and gang member Alex Fuentes develop a relationship after Alex discovers that Brittany is not exactly 

who she seems to be, they must face the disapproval of their schoolmates--and others. 

 

Elkeles, Simone   Wild Cards 

 Told from two viewpoints, Derek Fitzpatrick, kicked out of boarding school, must move with his stepmother to her childhood 

home in Illinois. He meets Ashtyn Parker, who may be able to achieve her dream of a football scholarship with Derek's help. 

 

Ellsworth, Loretta  Unforgettable 

 When Baxter Green was three years old, he developed a condition that causes him to remember absolutely everything.  Now 

that he is fifteen, he and his mother have moved to Minnesota to escape her criminal boyfriend and, Baxter hopes, to reconnect with a 

girl he has been thinking about since kindergarten. 

 

Engel, Amy   The Book of Ivy (and sequel) 

 In an apocalyptic future where girls from the losing faction are forcibly married to boys of the winning faction, sixteen-year-

old Ivy is tasked to kill her fiancé Bishop. When she finally meets him, though, he is not the monster she has been led to believe. 
 
Eulberg, Elizabeth  Better Off Friends 

 Macallan and Levi are best friends from the first day they meet in seventh grade, but over the years their close friendship 

keeps interfering with their dating life because everyone else regards them as a couple. 

 

Eulberg, Elizabeth  Prom & Prejudice 

 For Lizzie Bennett, a music scholarship student at Connecticut's exclusive, girls-only Longbourn Academy, the furor over 

prom is senseless.  Even more puzzling is her attraction to the pompous Will Darcy, best friend of her roommate's boyfriend. 

 

Evans, Nicholas   The Smoke Jumper 

 New York born and bred, Julia Bishop has no warning that spending the summer counseling troubled teens in Montana will 

change her life forever. Happily in love with smoke jumper and musician Ed Tully, she looks forward to spending the summer 

weekends with him in Missoula and is stunned and disturbed by the instant connection she feels to his best friend, Connor Ford. 

Connor, a Montana rancher and smoke jumper, loves fighting fires almost as much as he loves photography, and before the summer is 

barely started, he also loves Julia Bishop. 

 

Fantaskey, Beth   Jessica’s Guide to Dating on the Dark Side (and sequel) 

 Marrying a vampire definitely doesn’t fit into Jessica Packwood’s senior year “get-a-life” plan. But then a bizarre (and 

incredibly hot) new exchange student named Lucius Vladescu shows up claiming that Jessica is a Romanian vampire princess by 

birth—and he’s her long-lost fiancé. Armed with newfound confidence and a copy of Growing Up Undead: A Teen Vampire’s Guide 

to Dating, Health, and Emotions, Jessica makes a dramatic transition from average American teenager to glam European vampire 

princess. But when a devious cheerleader sets her sights on Lucius, Jess finds herself fighting to win back her wayward prince, stop a 

global vampire war—and save Lucius’s soul from eternal destruction  

 

Farley, Terri   Seven Tears into the Sea 

 Finally free from her controlling parents, Gwen Cook, while helping her grandmother run her Victorian inn on the coast of 

Northern California, falls in love with a mysterious boy named Jessie who is harboring a dark secret. 

 

Ferraro, Tina   The ABCs of Kissing Boys 

 When sixteen-year-old Parker Stanhope takes kissing lessons from the freshman across the street as part of her plan to get on 

the varsity soccer team, a relationship blossoms that threatens her popularity at school and must be kept secret from their feuding 

fathers. 

 

Ferraro, Tina   Top Ten Uses for an Unworn Prom Dress 

 Having been stood up for the prom the previous year, high school junior Nicolette works on a top ten list of things to do with 

her unworn dress while also trying to help her divorced parents and take care of her relationships with her best friend and with 

potential boyfriends. 

 

Ferrer, Caridad   When the Stars Go Blue 

 Soledad Reyes decides to dance Carmen as part of a drum and bugle corps competition, not knowing if it will help or harm 

her chance of becoming a professional ballet dancer but eager to pursue new options including a romance with the boy who invited 

her to audition. 

 

 



Ferris, Aimee   Will Work for Prom Dress 

 Trying to earn enough money for an expensive prom dress, Quigley Johnson has worked at a series of strange jobs, such as 

placing toppings on frozen pizzas in a factory assembly line and playing a murder victim who falls facedown into a plateful of salad at 

a dinner theater production. None of them has turned out well, and she's not doing any better at college admissions or finding a date 

for the prom. 

 

Fiedler, Lisa   Dating Hamlet 

 In a story based on the Shakespeare play, Ophelia describes her relationship with Hamlet, learns the truth about her own 

father, and recounts the complicated events following the murder of Hamlet's father. 

 

Fiedler, Lisa   Romeo’s Ex:  Rosaline’s Story 

 In a story based on the Shakespeare play, sixteen-year-old Rosaline, who is studying to be a healer, becomes romantically 

entangled with the Montague family even as her beloved young cousin, Juliet Capulet, defies the family feud to secretly marry Romeo. 

 

Fiore, Kelly   Just Like the Movies 

 Pretty, popular Marijke Monti and over-achieving nerd-girl Lily Spencer have little in common--except that neither feels 

successful when it comes to love. Now they have a budding friendship and a plan--to get the guys of their dreams. 

 

Fiore, Kelly   Taste Test 

 Nora Henderson learned to cook in her father’s North Carolina barbecue joint. Christian Van Lorton honed his skills as the 

son of a New York City celebrity chef. Now they’re competing to win a scholarship to culinary school in Paris—and the sparks begin 

to fly. 

 

Fitzpatrick, Huntley  The Boy Most Likely To 

 When he moves into the garage apartment at his best friend's house, trouble-prone Tim falls unexpectly in love with Alice, his 

friend's good-girl sister. Unforeseen consequences of Tim's wild days, however, come back to challenge their relationship. 

 

Fitzpatrick, Huntley  My Life Next Door 

 When Samantha, the seventeen-year-old daughter of a wealthy Republican state senator, falls in love with the boy next door, 

whose family is large, boisterous, and just making ends meet, she discovers a different way to live.  When her mother is involved in a 

hit-and-run accident, however, Sam must make some difficult choices. 

 

Forman, Gayle   Just One Day 

 Sparks fly when American good girl Allyson encounters laid-back Dutch actor Willem.  She follows him on a whirlwind trip 

to Paris, upending her life in just one day and prompting a year of self-discovery and the search for true love. 

 
Gilmore, Jennifer  We Were Never Here 

 Sixteen-year old Lizzie, hospitalized with an illness that takes time to be diagnosed, finds comfort in an unexpected source 

when she meets Connor, a troubled boy whose scars are internal. 

 

Godbersen, Anne  The Luxe (and sequels) 

 1
st
 book in the Luxe series.  The story opens in 1899 with the funeral of Elizabeth Holland, a well-bred beauty said to have 

plunged to her death in the Hudson River. The narrative then travels back several weeks, tracing the relationships and events that 

have led to the somber assembly. This tangled web includes not one but two sets of star-crossed lovers, an upstairs/downstairs 

romance, a scheming social climber, a bitter servant girl, and oodles of money. 

 

Goldblatt, Stacey  Stray 

 Natalie's mother, a veterinarian with a dogs-only practice, has the sixteen-year-old on such a short leash that, when the 

teenaged son of her old school friend comes to stay with them for the summer, Natalie is tempted to break her mother's rules and 

follow her own instincts for a change. 

 

Gray, Claudia   Fateful 

 When seventeen-year-old Tess Davies, a ladies' maid, meets handsome Alec Marlow aboard the RMS Titanic, she quickly 

becomes entangled in the dark secrets of his past, but her growing love puts her in mortal peril even before fate steps in. 

 

Green, John   The Fault in Our Stars 

 Despite the medical miracle that has bought her a few more years, Hazel has never been anything but terminal, but when 

Augustus Waters suddenly appears at the Cancer Kid Support Group, Hazel's story is about to be rewritten. 

 

Guillory, Sarah   Reclaimed 

 All that Jenna Oliver hopes to do is go away to college to get away from her small town and alcoholic mother, until the 

McAlister twins come into her life, each harboring secrets and difficulties of their own. 



Hale, Shannon   Austenland 

 Jane Hayes is a single New York professional with a secret passion for Pride and Prejudice—not the novel, but the more 

over-the-top romantic screen versions, particularly the one starring Colin Firth. Shortly after her Great-Aunt Carolyn discovers 

Jane's obsession, the old lady conveniently dies, having bequeathed to Jane a three-week stay at Pembrook Park, a fantasy version of 

a Regency England country estate (modern plumbing, but no cell phones allowed). 

 

Hammerle, Julia   The Sound of Us 

 Kiki Nichols might not survive music camp. She’s put her TV-loving, nerdy self aside for one summer to prove she’s got what 

it takes: she can be cool enough to make friends, she can earn that music scholarship, and she can get into Krause University’s music 

program. Except camp has rigid conduct rules―which means her thrilling late-night jam session with the hot, equally geeky drummer 

can’t happen again, even though they love all the same shows and fifteen minutes of making music with him meant more than every 

aria she’s ever sung. 

 

Han, Jenny   To All the Boys I’ve Loved Before 

 Lara Jean writes love letters to all the boys she has loved and then hides them in a hatbox—until one day those letters are 

accidentally sent. 

 

Hand, Cynthia   Unearthly (and sequels) 

 Sixteen-year-old Clara Gardner's purpose as an angel-blood begins to manifest itself, forcing her family to pull up stakes 

and move to Jackson, Wyoming, where she learns that danger and heartbreak come with her powers. 

 

Handler, Daniel   Why We Broke Up 

 Sixteen-year-old Min Green writes a letter to Ed Slaterton in which she breaks up with him.  The letter documents their 

relationship and how items in the accompanying box, from bottle caps to a cookbook, foretold the end. 

 

Harper, Suzanne  The Juliet Club 

 Three American teens and three Italian teens participate in a summer Shakespeare Scholar program set in Verona where 

they study and perform scenes from Romeo and Juliet. Each of the three girls and three boys has his or her own particular quirks; of 

course, they’re bound to end up as three perfect couples, and the reader’s challenge is to figure out who will end up together. Echoing 

Shakespearean themes, the story has plenty of star-crossed lovers, bickering, and ghost-written love letters. 

 

Harrison, Emma  The Best Girl  

You Are Cordially Invited . . . to your brother's wedding where he will marry rich, famous Marni Shay, at the River Lodge, 

the most elite resort in Colorado, the state you chose to go to college in so you could escape your family—except  they'll all be there. 

 

Harrison, Emma  Tourist Trap 

 Is he a summer fling or the real thing? 

 

Hawthorne, Rachel  The Boyfriend League 

 Being a tomboy didn’t prepare Dani for romance—but new boyfriend potential opens up when the town hosts a summer 

league of baseball players. 

 

Hawthorne, Rachel  Caribbean Cruising 

 On a Caribbean cruise, things become complicated when Lindsay’s wealthy new stepfather introduces his gorgeous godson 

as her traveling buddy. 

 

Hawthorne, Rachel  Love on the Lifts 

 Kate finds the perfect chance for romance when she spends winter break with her two best friends at a ski resort. 

 

Hawthorne, Rachel  Thrill Ride 

 Megan, who lives in Dallas, goes to work for the summer in an amusement park in Michigan. 

 

Haydu, Corey Ann  OCD Love Story 

 Bea felt almost normal with Beck—almost as if she could fall in love again.  Things change when the psychotherapist who 

has been helping her deal with past romantic relationships puts her in a group with Beck—a group for teens with obsessive-

compulsive disorder. 

 

Humphrey, Anna  Rhymes with Cupid 

 Elyse works at the mall gift store in February, but her hatred of Valentine’s Day makes life difficult—then her neighbor 

Patrick becomes interested in her.  Will Elyse pay attention to him since he’s cute, sweet, and funny? 

 

 



Jabaley, Jennifer  Crush Control 

 When Willow Grey was nine years old, she hypnotized her best friend Max to ensure that they would remain best friends 

forever, but she finds that she feels something different for Max now that she is seventeen. 

 

Jensen, Melissa   Falling in Love with English Boys 

 Stranded in London for the summer by a relationship gone bad, Catherine blogs her misery while reading the diary of a 

nineteenth-century girl whose life strangely parallels her own. 

 

James, Syrie   The Lost Memoirs of Jane Austen 

 The discovery of an old chest in the attic of the Austen family home reveals secrets about Jane's private romantic life and the 

inspiration of her beloved works. 

 

Jordan, Cat   The Leaving Season 

 Middie Daniels is torn between the memory of her missing boyfriend, Nate, and Nate's brooding best friend, Lee. 

 

Jordan, Sherryl   The Raging Quiet 

 Suspicious of sixteen-year-old Marnie, a newcomer to their village, the residents accuse her of witchcraft when she discovers 

that the village madman is not crazy but deaf and she begins to communicate with him through hand gestures. 

 

Kade, Stacey   The Ghost and the Goth 

 After being hit by a bus and killed, a high school homecoming queen gets stuck in the land of the living, with only a loser 

classmate--who happens to be able to see and hear ghosts--to help her. 

 

Katcher, Brian   The Improbable Theory of Ana & Zak 

 Ana is an honor student obsessed with being successful at everything academic, Clayton is her thirteen-year-old genius 

brother, the youngest student in their high school and Zak is a gamer who is forced to join the quiz team by his teacher--but when 

Clayton sneaks off to a science fiction convention in Seattle while they are all there for a quiz bowl tournament, Ana is forced to rely 

on the unreliable Zak to find him. 

 

Kaufman, Amie   These Broken Stars 

 Two star-crossed lovers must fight for survival when they crash land on a seemingly uninhabited planet. 

 

Kindl, Patrice   Keeping the Castle 

 In order to support her family and maintain their ancient castle in Lesser Hoo, seventeen-year-old Althea bears the burden of 

finding a wealthy suitor who can remedy their financial problems. 

 

Kirby, Jessi   Things We Know by Heart 

 A year after losing her boyfriend, Trent, in an unexpected accident, Quinn Sullivan secretly tracks down the recipient of his 

donated heart in an attempt to heal but ends up falling for him. 

 

Klassen, Julie   The Painter’s Daughter 

 In 1815, a painter's daughter on the north Devon coast agrees to marry a stranger to avoid scandal, but her choice is 

complicated by the return of a former lover and a growing affection for the husband she barely knows. 

 

Klein, Jen   Shuffle, Repeat 

 When Oliver and June are forced to ride to school together each morning, no one is more surprised than this odd couple 

when a friendship--and then romance—develops. 

 

Korman, Gordon  Son of the Mob (and sequel) 

 Seventeen-year-old Vince's life is constantly complicated by the fact that he is the son of a powerful Mafia boss—a  

relationship that threatens to destroy his romance with the daughter of an FBI agent. 

 

Krulik, Nancy   Dawn’s Early Light 

 Twenty-four hours. That's all the time Sarah has to tell Tim everything. She needs to tell him how proud she is of his 

dedication and courage. How much she'll miss him. How she wants him to go off and be the soldier of his dreams but come home soon 

so they can begin their future together. With only twenty-four hours left before he ships off, she's not even sure she can say good-bye. 

 

Kurland, Lynn   When I Fall in Love 

 While on vacation in England, Jennifer McKinnon wakes up eight hundred years into the past where she discovers that 

chivalry is alive and well when a handsome knight comes to her rescue and vows to help her return home. 

 

 



LaZebnik, Claire  Epic Fail 

 In this modern take on Pride and Prejudice, Elise Benton, who has just moved to California, is a junior at an exclusive prep 

school.  In spite of her initial bad impression, she finds herself attracted to the moody and handsome son of Hollywood's most famous 

celebrity couple. 

 

LaZebnik, Claire  The Last Best Kiss 

 In this modern take on Jane Austen's "Persuasion," Anna Eliot tries to win back Finn Westbrook, the boy whose heart she 

broke three years ago. 

 

Leavitt, Martina   Keturah and Lord Death 

 Keturah was orphaned at birth, and her life, begun with Death, entwines with him ever after. Indeed, when she follows a 

prized, elusive hart into Lord Temsland's forest and loses her way, Lord Death comes for her. Like Scheherazade, she beguiles him 

into allowing her a day's reprieve with her gift for storytelling, then another and one more, weaving her own quest, finding her own 

true love, into installments of a tale within the tale.  

 

Levithan, David   Every Day (and companion novel) 

 Every morning A wakes in a different person's body—in a different person's life—learning  over the years to never get too 

attached.  Then he wakes up in the body of Justin and falls in love with Justin's girlfriend, Rhiannon . . .  
 

Levy, Michelle   Not after Everything 

 After his mom kills herself, Tyler shuts out the world--until falling in love with Jordyn helps him find his way toward a 

hopeful future. 

 

Lindner, April   Catherine 

 In this retelling of Wuthering Heights, Catherine explains how she fell in love with a brooding musician and left her family to 

return to him, and her daughter describes searching for her mother many years later. 

 

Lindner, April   Jane 

 In this contemporary retelling of Jane Eyre, an orphaned nanny becomes entranced with her magnetic and brooding 

employer, a rock star with a torturous secret from his past. 

 

Lord, Emery   Open Road Summer 

 Reagan tries to escape heartbreak and a bad reputation by going on tour with her country superstar best friend—only to find 

more trouble as she falls for the surprisingly sweet guy hired to pose as the singer's boyfriend. 

 

Mallory, Alex   Wild 

 Cade grew up among the trees and caves of Daniel Boone National Forest. Dara grew up in the Kentucky town of Makwa. 

When a camping trip Dara takes with her boyfriend, Josh, turns terrifying, the world of the forest and the world of modern-day 

Kentucky are thrust together. Cade is forced out of the wilderness and must contend with the media circus forming around him. 

Retelling of Edgar Rice Burroughs's Tarzan of the Apes. 

 

Malone, Jen   Wanderlost 

 A teen girl goes out of her comfort zone to help her sister by taking her summer job--leading a tour group of seniors (and the 

tour company owner's handsome son) through Europe. 

 

Martinez, Jessica  Virtuosity 

 Just before the most important violin competition of her career, seventeen-year-old prodigy Carmen faces critical decisions 

about her anti-anxiety drug addiction, her controlling mother, and a potential romance with her most talented rival. 

 

Matson, Morgan   Amy & Roger’s Epic Detour 

 After the death of her father, Amy, a high school student, and Roger, a college freshman, set out on a carefully planned road 

trip from California to Connecticut but wind up taking many detours, forcing Amy to face her worst fears and come to terms with her 

grief and guilt. 

 

Matson, Morgan   The Unexpected Everything 

 Seventeen year old Andie always has a plan, but when her father suffers a political scandal, her summer med school program 

is taken away from her, and a new guy comes into the picture, she finds a lot of unexpected things can happen when you're busy 

making other plans. 

 

McCahan, Erin   I Now Pronounce You Someone Else 

 Seventeen-year-old Bronwen has long felt that she was switched with another child at birth.  Although she loves Jared, she 

must decide if she is ready to be married or should live on her own first. 



McEntire, Myra   Hourglass (and sequels) 

 Seventeen-year-old Emerson uses her power to manipulate time to help Michael, a consultant hired by her brother, to 

prevent a murder that happened six months ago while simultaneously navigating their undeniable attraction to one another. 

 

Meyer, Stephenie  The Host 

 Melanie Stryder refuses to fade away. The earth has been invaded by a species that take over the minds of their human hosts 

while leaving their bodies intact, and most of humanity has succumbed.  Wanderer, the invading "soul" who has been given Melanie's 

body, knew about the challenges of living inside a human: the overwhelming emotions, the too vivid memories. But there was one 

difficulty Wanderer didn't expect—the former tenant of her body refusing to relinquish possession of her mind.  Melanie fills 

Wanderer's thoughts with visions of the man Melanie loves.  As outside forces make Wanderer and Melanie unwilling allies, they set 

off to search for the man that both of them now love. 

 

Meyer, Stephenie  Twilight (and sequels) 

 1
st
 book in the Twilight series.  When seventeen-year-old Bella leaves Phoenix to live with her father in Forks, Washington, 

she meets an exquisitely handsome boy at school for whom she feels an overwhelming attraction and whom she comes to realize is not 

wholly human. 

 

Miller, Emma   First & Then 

 Devon is a high school senior who is wondering if she really wants to go to college, what to do with her cousin Foster (a 

freshman) who has moved in with her family in Florida, and whether she likes Ezra, the stuck-up football star at her school, or cannot 

stand him. 

 

Miller, Kirsten   The Eternal Ones 

 Haven Moore can't wait to graduate and escape her small Tennessee hometown—and her repressive grandmother. But she is 

plagued by strange seizures that confuse her with images of clandestine embraces with a mysteriously familiar man named Ethan. 

When the fits prompt her grandmother to cancel Haven's first semester at fashion school, the rebellious and inquisitive girl heads for 

New York, where she encounters both Iain Morrow, the sexy celebrity in whose body Ethan's soul now resides, and the Ouroboros 

Society, a shadowy organization dedicated to the study of reincarnation. 

 

Miller, Leah Rae  Romancing the Nerd 

 A sudden growth spurt and talent at basketball has taken nerd Dan Garrett to the heights of high school popularity but may 

cause him to lose Zelda, the tuba-playing girl of his dreams. 

 

Mitchell, Margaret  Gone with the Wind 

 Scarlett O'Hara faces and survives the Civil War and Reconstruction and marries Rhett Butler for his money because her 

true love has married someone else. 

 

Mont, Eve Marie  A Breath of Eyre 

 Emma Townsend, who sympathizes with the main character in Jane Eyre, finds herself lost in Jane's nineteenth-century 

world when a lightning storm catapults her right into Jane's body. 

Moore, Margaret  Gwyneth and the Thief 

 Fifteen-year-old, Gwyneth, the Lady of Haverleigh, enlists the aid of a wounded bandit in warding off the advances of a local 

baron who has designs on both her hand-in-marriage and her family's estate. 

 

Morrill, Lauren   Meant to Be 

 During an educational trip to London, away from her friends and the boy she thinks she is fated to love,  high school junior 

Julia Lichtenstein is paired with her nemesis, Jason, and begins seeing many things differently. 

 

Morrill, Lauren   The Trouble with Destiny 

 A high school drum major must save her school band and navigate romantic disasters when their cruise ship gets stranded at 

sea. 

 

Nix, Garth   Newt’s Emerald 

 After the Newington Emerald is stolen at the height of a conjured storm, eighteen-year-old Lady Truthful Newington goes to 

London, disguised as a man, to search for the magical heirloom of her house and is soon caught up in a dangerous adventure where 

she must risk her life, her reputation, and her heart. 

 

Novak, Ali   The Heartbreakers 

 When her triplet sister Cara is diagnosed with leukemia, eighteen-year-old Stella puts her dreams on hold to move home and 

be with her family, but when she starts spending time with the lead singer of Cara's favorite band, will Stella resent him for taking her 

attention away from her sister--or will he help Stella find the courage to live her own life? 

 



Oliver, Lauren   Delirium (and sequels) 

 Lena looks forward to receiving the government-mandated cure that prevents the delirium of love and leads to a safe, 

predictable, and happy life—until, ninety-five days before her eighteenth birthday and her treatment, she falls in love. 

 

Osterlund, Anne   Salvation 

 High school seniors Salvador Resendez, the son of Mexican immigrants, and Beth Courant, a bookish student, seem an 

unlikely couple as they face his family's opposition, until a tragedy forces them to create a better future for themselves. 

 

Ostow, Micol   30 Guys in 30 Days 

 Claudia Clarkson just cut the cord from her high school love-you-forever boyfriend. Sure, she misses Drew. But with so many 

eligibles on her new college campus, why study ancient history? Her roommate proposes a solution--meet one new guy every day for 

thirty days. Consider it "target practice" for when Mr. Perfect comes along—but Flirting 101 could be her toughest course to pass. 

 

Patterson, James  First Love 

 Runaways Axi, sixteen, and Robinson, seventeen, who met on a cancer ward, leave small-town Oregon on a cross-country 

trip to experience the best of life before it is too late. 

 

Patterson, James  Suzanne’s Diary for Nicholas 

 Kate Wilkerson found her perfect man at last.  One day, without explanation, he disappears leaving behind only a diary for 

her to read. The diary is written by a new mother for her baby son, Nicholas. Soon it becomes clear to Kate that the man who left is 

the husband and father in this young family. 

 

Pearson, Mary   Scribbler of Dreams 

 Despite her family's long feud with the Crutchfields, seventeen-year-old Kaitlin falls in love with Bram Crutchfield and 

weaves a tangled web of deception to conceal her identity from him. 

 

Perkins, Stephanie  Anna and the French Kiss 

 Anna Oliphant has big plans for her senior year in Atlanta: hang out with her best friend, Bridgette, and flirt with her 

coworker at the Royal Midtown 14 multiplex. She is none too happy when her father sends her off to boarding school in Paris. 

However, things begin to look up when she meets Etienne St. Clair, a gorgeous guy—with a girlfriend. As he and Anna become closer 

friends, things get infinitely more complicated. Will Anna get her French kiss? Or are some things just not meant to be? 

 

Perkins, Stephanie  Lola and the Boy Next Door 

 Budding costume designer Lola Nolan has big plans for the future but is pretty content with her life right now—until the Bell 

twins move back in next door and Lola must deal with a lifetime of feelings for Cricket and her longtime rivalry with his twin sister. 

 

Picoult, Jodi and Samantha van Leer Between the Lines (and sequel) 

 Delilah is a 15-year-old, self-professed loner who would rather have her head buried in a book than gossip about boys or 

play fashion police in the halls between classes. But it's not just any book that Delilah wants to lose herself in; it's an obscure fairy 

tale called Between the Lines with a dashing young prince who literally comes to life before her very eyes. Prince Oliver is equally 

captivated with Delilah, and the two embark on a quest to find a way and a world in which they can finally be together. 

 

Picoult, Jodi   Mercy 

 Two cousins are driven to extremes by the power of love, as one helps his terminally ill wife commit suicide at her request, 

and the other becomes involved in a passionate affair with his wife's new assistant. 

 

Picoult, Jodi   The Pact 

 The budding romance between two teenaged children of two families who have been lifelong friends and neighbors 

culminates tragically in an abortive suicide pact that leads to a gripping courtroom drama. 

 

Rae, Kristin   What You Always Wanted 

 Theater geek Maddie's dream guy has to live up to the grace and romance of classic Hollywood heartthrobs, especially the 

song-and-dance man Gene Kelly, so does Jesse Morales, her charming new neighbor and star pitcher of the high school baseball 

team, have a chance? 

 

Reinhardt, Dana   How To Build a House 

 When her father divorces her beloved stepmother and leaves her without her stepsister, Tess Harper decides to join a 

volunteer organization to build houses for tornado victims.  Struggling to figure out her role in the mix upon her arrival, Harper is 

befriended by Teddy who inspires her to love and trust once again. 

 

 

 



Rowell, Rainbow  Eleanor & Park   

 Set over the course of one school year in 1986, this is the story of two star-crossed misfits--smart enough to know that first 

love almost never lasts but brave and desperate enough to try. 

 

Rowell, Rainbow  Fangirl 

 Feeling cast off when her twin sister outgrows their shared love for a favorite fictional character, Cath, a dedicated fan-

fiction writer, struggles to survive on her own in her first year of college while avoiding a surly roommate, bonding with a handsome 

classmate who only wants to talk about words, and worrying about her fragile father. 

 

Schmidt, Tiffany  Bright before Sunrise 

 Jonah and Brighton are about to have the most awkwardly awful night of their lives. For Jonah, every aspect of his new life 

reminds him of what he has had to give up. All he wants is to be left alone. Brighton is popular, pretty, and always there to help 

anyone, but she has no idea what she wants for herself 

 

Schneider, Robyn  Extraordinary Means 

 When Lane's drug-resistant tuberculosis lands him in a sanatorium, he finds that one of the other residents is a girl he met at 

summer camp years ago. College-bound Lane is in denial about his illness, assuming that he can keep up with his AP work and go 

home soon. Sadie's condition is neither improving nor getting worse; she's been at Latham House long enough to have formed a group 

of friends who go on nighttime excursions to buy contraband in the nearby town. In alternating chapters, Lane and Sadie narrate their 

gradual interest in and eventual love for each other as they await an upcoming drug trial that could mean an end to their quarantine.  

 

Schreck, Karen   While He Was Away 

 When Penna Weaver's boyfriend goes off to Iraq, she's left facing life without him. Then David stops writing. She knows in 

her heart he will come home--but will he be the same boy she fell in love with? 

 

Schroeder, Lisa   I Heart You, You Haunt Me 

 Ava can’t see or touch him unless she’s dreaming.  She can’t hear his voice, except for the faint whispers in her mind.  Most 

would think she’s crazy, but she knows he’s here.  Jackson.  The boy Ava thought she’d spend the rest of her life with.  He’s back from 

the dead—proof that love truly knows no bounds. 

 

Scott, Elizabeth   Something, Maybe 

 Hannah is proud of her hard-earned reputation of "invisible girl," something that wasn't easy for her to achieve due to her 

infamous parents. Her estranged father, Jackson, is something of a Hugh Hefner type. Candy, her mother, supports herself and 

Hannah by posing for fans in her underwear. Now a senior, quiet-yet-sassy Hannah finds herself crushing on two boys: sensitive, 

gorgeous, perfect Josh and awkward, funny Finn. Which boy to choose, however, becomes the least of Hannah's problems when her 

dad calls in an attempt to rekindle their relationship. 

 

Scott, Kieran   Geek Magnet 

 Seventeen-year-old KJ Miller is determined to lose the label of "geek magnet" and get the guy of her dreams, all while stage 

managing the high school musical with the help of the most popular girl in school. 

 

Selfors, Suzanne   Mad Love 

 When her famous romance-novelist mother is secretly hospitalized in an expensive mental facility, sixteen-year-old Alice tries 

to fulfill her mother's contract with her publisher by writing a love story--with the help of Cupid. 

 

Shaw, Tucker   Flavor of the Week 

 Cyril, an overweight boy who is good friends with Rose but wishes he could be more, helps his best friend Nick woo her with 

culinary masterpieces which Cyril himself secretly creates. Includes recipes from the story. 

 

Sher, Abby   Kissing Snowflakes 

 With Eric interfering in all of her encounters with Drew, a gorgeous ski instructor, Samantha worries that their budding 

romance may never bloom.  When Eric and Sam are snowbound in the lodge together, Sam finally takes the time to give Eric a 

chance. 

 

Showalter, Gena   Intertwined (and sequel) 

 Hosting the souls of four supernatural beings in his mind, Aden Stone struggles for a normal life before befriending three 

fellow teens, including a girl who helps him to quiet his powers, a werewolf shape-shifter, and a vampire princess. 

 

Shulman, Polly   Enthusiasm 

 Julie and Ashleigh, high school sophomores and Jane Austen fans, seem to fall for the same Mr. Darcy-like boy and struggle 

to hide their true feelings from one another while rehearsing for a school musical. 

 



Sise, Katie   The Boyfriend App 

 Seeking to win a scholarship offered by global computing corporation Public, programming genius Audrey McCarthy writes 

a matchmaking app but discovers her results may be skewed by a program Public is secretly using to influence teens. 

 

Smith, Emily Wing  Back When You Were Easier to Love 

 When her boyfriend Zan leaves high school in Utah a year early to attend Pitzer College, a broken-hearted Joy and Zan's 

best friend Noah take off on a road trip to California seeking "closure." 

 

Smith, Jennifer   The Statistical Probabilty of Love at First Sight 

 Hadley and Oliver fall in love on the flight from New York to London, but they lose track of each other at the airport until 

fate brings them back together on a very momentous day. 

 

Smith, Jennifer   This Is What Happy Looks Like 

 Perfect strangers Graham Larkin and Ellie O'Neill meet online when Graham accidentally sends Ellie an e-mail about his 

pet pig, Wilbur. The two 17-year-olds strike up an e-mail relationship from opposite sides of the country and don't even know each 

other's first names. Not only that--Ellie doesn't know Graham is a famous actor, and Graham doesn't know about the big secret in 

Ellie's family tree. When the relationship goes from online to in-person, they find out whether their relationship can be the real thing. 

 

Smith, Kathryn   Anna and the Duke 

 Ewan MacLaughlin reluctantly travels to London to claim the title of duke after his estranged father dies. When he arrives, 

he meets and is charmed by Anna Welsley, who is engaged to his bitter half-brother Richard. 

 

Smith, Kathryn   Emily and the Scot 

 Rather than deal with the whispers and stares of London society after she receives a scandalous marriage proposal, Lady 

Emily Fitzgerald heads off to Scotland where she meets simple yet hot-tempered Jamie MacLaughlin. 

 

Sones, Sonya   What My Mother Doesn’t Know 

 A series of poems reflect the thoughts and feelings of Sophie, a fifteen-year-old-girl, as she describes her relationships with a 

series of boys and as she searches for Mr. Right.  Novel in verse. 

 

Soto, Gary   Accidental Love 

 After unexpectedly falling in love with a "nerdy" boy, Marisa works to change her life by transferring to another school, 

altering some of her behavior, and losing weight. 

 

Sparks, Nicholas   A Bend in the Road 

 Devastated by the death of his wife in a hit-and-run accident, Miles, deputy sheriff of New Bern, North Carolina, discovers 

new meaning in his life when he meets Sarah Andrews, a woman struggling to rebuild her own life. 

 

Sparks, Nicholas   The Best of Me 

 Two former high school sweethearts return to their hometown for the funeral of a mentor and confront the choices they have 

made since they last met. 

Sparks, Nicholas   The Choice 

 Resisting romantic commitments while enjoying a life of boating, swimming, and barbecues, Travis Parker is unable to deny 

his attraction to new neighbor Gabby Holland, a defensive woman whose long-time boyfriend further challenges Travis' growing 

feelings. 

 

Sparks, Nicholas   Dear John 

 John, a high school dropout, enlists in the Army not knowing what else to do with his life. While in the Army he meets 

Savannah, they fall in love, and she awaits his return. After 9/11 John feels it's his duty to re-enlist. During their long separation, 

Savannah falls in love and marries someone else. 

 

Sparks, Nicholas   The Guardian 

 Four years after losing her husband, twenty-nine-year-old Julie Barenson considers falling in love again and wonders if she 

should choose sophisticated Richard, who treats her like a queen, or down-to-earth Mike, who is her best friend. 

 

Sparks, Nicholas   The Longest Ride 

 After being trapped in an isolated car crash, the life of an elderly widower becomes entwined with that of a young college 

student and the cowboy she loves. 

 

Sparks, Nicholas   The Lucky One 

 Coming into the possession of a photograph of a smiling woman he has never met, a man experiences a chain of fortuitous 

events that cause him to regard the photograph as a lucky charm, a belief that prompts a heartfelt search for the woman. 



 

 

 

Sparks, Nicholas   Message in a Bottle 

 A 36-year-old single mother finds a bottle containing a love letter written only three weeks earlier by a man declaring his 

love to his darling Catherine. She decides to try to make contact with the man in hopes of changing both their lives. 

 

Sparks, Nicholas   The Notebook 

 This novel opens in a nursing home as 80-year-old Noah Calhoun reads a love story from a notebook.  It is his own story—

one of young lovers kept apart by disapproving parents. 

 

Sparks, Nicholas   The Rescue 

 A volunteer fireman and a single mother join forces to find the woman's son who has been lost in a storm. While searching 

for the boy, the two adults find themselves growing increasingly close. 

 

Sparks, Nicholas   Safe Haven 

 Katie, a newcomer to the small town of Southport, North Carolina, resists forming any personal ties until she is drawn into 

relationships with Alex, a young widower, and Jo, her plainspoken single neighbor, who help her overcome her fearful past. 

 

Sparks, Nicholas   True Believer (and sequel) 

 Jeremy Marsh, a science journalist and professional skeptic, finds himself in over his head when he arrives at the small town 

of Boone Creek, North Carolina, and falls head over heels for the granddaughter of the supposed town psychic. 

 

Sparks, Nicholas   A Walk to Remember 

 In 1958, high-school senior Landon Carter is 17. Even though his father is a U.S. Congressman, Landon's best friends are on 

the taunting, swaggering side--football players and such, who hang around at the local drive-in and flaunt their disrespect. So it's 

strange indeed when Landon gets involved with the nicest girl in town--classmate Jamie Sullivan, who carries a Bible everywhere she 

goes, does endless good deeds, and is the only child of the widowed Rev. Hegbert Sullivan. 

 

Sparks, Nicholas   The Wedding 

 With the preparations for his daughter's wedding serving as a catalyst, Wilson Lewis realizes that his relationship with his 

wife of thirty years is threatened and sets out to make his wife fall in love with him once again. 

 

Stanton, Angie   Royally Lost 

 Dragged on a family trip to Europe, Becca wants nothing more than to go home—she’s miserable. Until she meets Nikolai.  

Nikolai has everything—he's a crown prince, heir to the throne, and girls adore him. But the one thing he doesn't have is freedom . . . 

so he flees his kingdom and goes on his own European trip. And when Nikolai and Becca meet, sparks fly. But Becca's family vacation 

ends in a matter of days. Will Nikolai and Becca be forced to say good-bye, or will they change history forever? 

 

Steel, Danielle   The Ghost 

 Troubled by the end of his ten-year marriage and career turmoil, architect Charles Waterston finds himself stranded in a 

small Massachusetts town where the ghostly presence of a young woman and her intriguing diaries help transform his life. 

 

Stewart, Mary   The Ivy Tree 

 Mary Grey decides to impersonate the heiress to a Northumberland farm after she is mistaken for the missing woman. 

 

Stokes, Paula   The Art of Lainey 

 When Lainey gets dumped, she employs an ancient Chinese warlord's tactics to get her ex-boyfriend back. 

 

Stolarz, Laurie Faria  Deadly Little Secret (and sequel) 

 When someone starts stalking high school junior Camelia, everyone at school assumes that it is Ben, who is new at school 

and rumored to have killed his previous girlfriend.  Camelia is nevertheless inexplicably drawn to him. 

  

Strohm, Stephanie Kate  Pilgrims Don’t Wear Pink (and sequel) 

 History-obsessed fashion maven Libby is thrilled at the prospect of spending her summer at the Camden Harbor 18th-century 

living-history museum in Maine. But her insane roommate never leaves character, and electronics are forbidden—so when a museum 

employee is needed to chaperone a cub reporter investigating ghost sightings on one of the museum's ships, she jumps at the 

opportunity.   

 

 

 

 



Summers, Tamara  He’s with Me 

 Lexie has always had a crush on Jake, her brother Colin's best friend. But she knows Jake thinks of her like a sister, and has 

never made a move. When beautiful alpha girl Bree McKennis sets her sights on Jake, though, he has to come up with a plan to turn 

her down . . . without incurring the wrath of the most popular girl in school. That's when Colin comes up with the plan: Lexie can 

pretend to be Jake's girlfriend. Can she manage to convince Jake that they're meant to be . . . and avoid getting killed by Bree 

McKennis? 

 

Taylor, Laini   Lips Touch Three Times 

 Three short stories about kissing, featuring elements of the supernatural. 

 

Valentine, Allyson  How (Not) to Find a Boyfriend 

 When varsity cheerleader Nora falls for brilliant new student Adam, she struggles to maintain her popularity while proving 

to Adam that she is actually a genius in disguise. 

 

Walker, Melissa   Lovestruck Summer 

 Quinn plans to enjoy her summer in Austin, Texas, working for a record company, even though she has to live with her 

cousin Penny. 

 

West, Kasie   The Fill-In Boyfriend 

 When a desperate Gia Montgomery asks a stranger to be her "fill-in boyfriend" at prom, she feels an attraction to him, and 

tries to track him down in order to turn her fake boyfriend into a real one. 

 

West, Kasie   Pivot Point (and sequel) 

 A girl with the power to search alternate futures lives out six weeks of two different lives in alternating chapters. Both futures 

hold the potential for love and loss. Ultimately she must choose which fate she is willing to live. 

 

Wettersten, Laura  My Faire Lady 

 After breaking up with her boyfriend, Rowena takes an out-of-town summer job at a Renaissance fair, but romantic 

entanglements soon follow. 

 

Wheeler, E. B.   The Haunting of Springett Hall 

 Eighteen-year-old Lucy doesn't know how she became a ghost, but the more she remembers of her life in Victorian England, 

the more she wants to forget. Her only hope of changing the mistakes of her past is to enlist the help of a servant named Philip—the 

one living person who can see her.  

 

Woodson, Jacqueline  If You Come Softly (and sequel) 

 After meeting at their private school in New York, fifteen-year-old Jeremiah, who is black and whose parents are separated, 

and Ellie, who is white and whose mother has twice abandoned her, fall in love and then try to cope with people's reactions. 

 


